
Imagine a swimming pool 105 feet long, 105 feet wide and 105 foot deep.

Now fill it with 43,000 cubic yards of concrete.

That's what the new downtown library is at its core in construction -- $20 million of 
concrete formed, poured, smoothed and dried on nine levels on Park Boulevard at 
J Street.

The carpenters, laborers and finishers - as many as 110 at a time, who earn up to 
$65 per hour - are like gourmet cooks. They mind the weather, marshal their 
ingredients, sharpen their tools.

And then they turn sand, gravel, water and cement into the floors, walls and columns 
that in less than two years will enclose the treasures gathered for more than a 
century by the San Diego Public Library.

Designed by architect Rob Quigley, the $185 million, nine-story library is more than 
halfway completed - it's due to open in mid-2013 - with a new floor completed each month headed toward a topping out in February.

    See a webcam of the library construction project.

Behind the barricades, concrete workers arrive at 7 a.m. daily to pick up where they left off the day before.

One group takes lengths of steel reinforcing bar and links them together into a spaghetti-like framework that adds strength to the concrete.

Another group builds wood forms around the rebar or sets in place a network of cubic forms that form the coffer-like ceiling on each level.

Then the concrete mixers start feeding the cement, aggregate and water through long tubes into the forms.

Finally, once the concrete has set, other workers hop aboard concrete rotary finishing machines - resembling the Zamboni machines seen at ice 
skating rinks -- to smooth out and polish the concrete.

After about 20 days, once the concrete sets and cures, the forms are removed and moved to the next setup.

Mike Archibald of Morley Construction, which holds the library concrete contract under Turner Construction, the general contractor, said the project is 
noteworthy for its use of the coffered ceiling pattern, something most workers have not seen in the last 20 years, and the 70-foot-wide, 46-foot-tall 
arch in the lobby area. Also interesting is the use of 32 different wood form patterns to add subtle differences from one column to the next.

"In the days of a concrete building was a block building and we covered it up with something else," Archibald said. "Now we're trying to use concrete 
as a finished product that really has character to it. That's what Rob (Quigley) has captured here."

By the numbers

 · 43,000 Cubic yards of concrete
 · 328 Concrete columns less than 48 inches square
 · 356 Concrete "wallumns" (wall-size columns) greater than 48 inches in at least one direction; largest is 72 by 92 inches
 · 113 Height in feet of the steel lattice dome, on which construction will begin by March
 · 70 Width in feet of the structural concrete gravity arch within the library's main lobby; it is 46 feet high
 · 68 Height in feet of the concrete and glass reading room below the
 · $25.6 Millions of dollars yet to be raised on top of the $39.3 million already pledged in private donations. The $185 million includes
 · $80 million from downtown redevelopment funds, $20 million in a state grant and $20 million from the San Diego Unified School District for the
   charter high school school to be located on the sixth and seventh floors. For information on donations, go to the San Diego Public Library 
   Foundation website.

The new San Diego Central Library being built in East Village is 
scheduled to open in July 2013.
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